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Welcome
I am delighted to invite you to read and enjoy our first

newsletter.  We hope that this will be a regular

publication, keeping you up to date with the our aims and

objectives, and in particular with the competitive festivals

held by Aberdeen & NE of Scotland Music Festival

Association, SC002130.

This newsletter is for you, our supporters, performers,

helpers.  Please let us know what. you would like to see in

future editions and feel welcome to contribute.

Janette Hall

Festival Director 
NESPA, 
for ANESMFA SC002130

cont'd p.7
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Musical Discoveries 



Aberdeen Music Festival 
June 7th - 11th 2021 

Plans are well underway for this year's festival week.  The syllabus is available at

www.nespa.scot both online and as a pdf to download. There are a few changes from

2020 and the Guidelines and Regulations have been updated to reflect the virtual

format.

Adjudicators
Brass: Matthew Chinn

Piano:  Daniel Tong

Recorder & Woodwind: Marie Lloyd

Speech & Drama: Thérèse Williams

Strings: Claire Docherty

Vocal: Lisa Milne and Graham Dickie

Traditional: Ron Jappy
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One Minute Monologue
Prepared Reading 
Tell a Joke time extended

Speech & Drama
Light Music Primary

Vocal 

 
Home Together
Together Apart
Socially Distanced
Me by Myself 

Covid Creative 

Timeline

Entries 
open 

1st March 26th March

Entries
deadline 

16th April 

Requests for
Official

Accompanist close

17th May 

Video
submissions 

Festival
Week

7th-11th June 



Aberdeen Music Festival 
June 7th - 11th 2021 
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How do I enter the Festival?  
Where is the syllabus? 

Entries for this year's festival are now open and
should be made online.  The syllabus

 can be found here:
www.nespa.scot 

What do I do about an 
accompaniment? 
 

The Festival will provide a recorded accompaniment
for eligible classes if requested by 16th April.

Accompaniments can be played on any instrument this
year, or music can be played without accompaniment. 

How do I record my performance? 
 

No special equipment is required, a mobile
phone is adequate.  For tips, see:

www.nespa.scot 

How do I submit my video? 
 

The portal for submitting videos will be open 
 in the last week of March. 

How do I find out my Class time and
zoom link? 
 

Applicants will receive a ballot slip with details
of class times and zoom links.  Please make sure
that the festival's email address is not blocked

by your email filter.

What if I am unable to attend the
class? 
 

Your video will be played and an adjudication
given.  However, it will be deemed to be 
non-competitive if you cannot be there.

What if I am late or have I.T.
problems? 
 

You should ensure that the festival has a
telephone number for someone (performer or

applicant) who will be at the class. 

Can I share my zoom link to friends
and family?
 

Yes, but you are asked to do this wisely.  
 

If you do not want your video to be played in
public, please let the festival know and

arrangements will be made for a private
showing to adjudicator. 



There are 85 classes in the Speech & Drama Section covering story telling, bible reading,
verse and prose recitation,  prepared reading, public speaking, all kinds of drama and
finally, a stand up comedy class.  Surely something for everyone. 
Classes in poetry and prose composition offer a chance for original creativity.  One
festival participant, Emma Simpson,  has allowed us to publish her poem here. 
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Speech & Drama Section
Poetry Composition

The Thoughts in My Head

this bird’s earliest memory is
sitting in his mother’s nest.
she is singing him a lullaby

and he is swaying softly.
his heart is beating

in time with the music
the rhythm of the song seems to

speak to his very soul.

the bullying starts a 
few years later. first it is
just teasing on the bus. 
teasing, as he arrives at 
school in ballet slippers.

teasing, as he looks wistfully
at the girls in their perfect pink tutus.

his mother keeps him
sheltered from the shattering shots

of the monster she has married.
she takes the hit instead,

every single time.

he blocks out the sound
of her stifled sobbing
by imagining himself

dancing on stage.

this bird wants to hide
with his mother.
he wants to feel
he safety of her

wonderful wings.
he wants to cling 
to her and wait.

wait for the world
to disappear.

his father is always snatching
him from his mother’s delicate grasp.

swiping at his wings,
forcing his graceful arabesques

into a stiff soldier’s march,
shouting at him

to grow up.
 

by the time he is thirteen,
black and blue bruises dance

delicately across his back.
 the roar of insults stings

but this bird does not allow
his predators the satisfaction
of knowing their attacks have

hit their target. he holds
his head high and hopes.



left to pick up the pieces,
he loses himself in 

alcohol and falling grades
and forgotten dreams.

this bird has been pushed
out of his nest and is 

falling through the sky.
 

he lands on the ground with a thud.
he takes a look at his

torn wings and his clouded mind
and his ballet slippers that

are lying abandoned.
this bird hears his mother’s voice

once more.

he looks to his mother. 
and finds her staring 

right back at him.
tears are streaming down her face

but her gaze is unwavering.
a window to her soul,
he looks in her eyes

and sees fire.

she knows exactly what she needs to do.

his father leaves
the following morning.

it is only when his father
has slammed the car door shut
when he realizes he has been
holding his breath for years.

it is only when his father
has slammed the car door shut 

when he realizes his father’s
words made his wings bleed

far more than any of his
punches did.

it is only when father
has slammed the car door shut

when he can unfurl
those fraying wings and fly

he dances his way
through his adolescence.
slipping and stumbling,
but smiling all the same.

he is nineteen
when his mother gets sick.

when he holds her close
to his heart and tells her 

he loves her.

when angels snatch his
beautiful broken mother away

from her beautiful broken body.

when his mother, shaking with every breath,
whispers

dance your dreams out, 
my darling.

then she is gone
and he is alone.

he tries to lift up his wings
but discovers

bullet holes where
soft feathers once were.
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this bird has inherited his
fighting spirit from

his mother.

he is grown
when he has finished
mending his wings.

 when he puts his ballet slippers on
again.

he is grown
he has grown.

 
when those red curtains open,
when they open their mouths,

ravenous for entertainment
boy, does he dance.
wings spread wide,

this bird opens his heart,
and soars.

dance your dreams out, 
my darling.



It’s a little known fact that Aberdeen is home to one of
the few specialist music schools in Scotland. I was very
lucky to be awarded a place at the Aberdeen City Music
School at Dyce Academy in 2018. After competing for
the first time at the Aberdeen Music Festival I was
offered a consultation lesson at ACMS.

When I arrived for my first visit to ACMS, I felt
intimidated by the harsh facade of the building. When I
entered ,however, my first impression was swept away
by the explosion of musical colours coming from every
single practice room. I felt as if I had walked into a
musical Hogwarts.

One of the charity's aims is to encourage arts
education and we will be including a series of
articles on this.  We begin with a piece by
Charlotte Slater, a promising young musician
who has taken part in the festival as a soloist
and as a member of chamber groups.  Here she
tells of her experience at 
Aberdeen City Music School 
(A.C.M.S.).

From S1 I got to drop some academic subjects to make time for my music lessons and practice. This in no way
means that my education is suffering. On top of 2 hours of violin lessons and a half hour piano lesson I receive
an individual theory lesson, a conducting lesson, many different ensembles and Arts Award.

The day can be long. We work in chamber groups until 8pm two evenings a week. We also have a conducting
class late into the night. We are expected to practice at least fifteen hours a week. For me it is not a chore. The
tutors are experts in their field and are enthusiastic to share their knowledge. There is always something
interesting to listen to or a funny story to be told.

The aim of this specialist music school is
to allow talented musicians from all over

Scotland to continue their general
education whilst receiving expert tuition

and additional time for music study. 
 
 

The School is funded by 
the Scottish Government.
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Music Tution in Aberdeen
Aberdeen City Music School Charlotte Slater

P E R F O R M E R ' S  S T O R Y



The support I receive from my tutors and
support staff is amazing. My violin tutor has a
brilliant way of explaining things and inspires
me to progress while allowing my music to take
the shape of my personality. My piano tutor
encourages me so much by choosing pieces that
challenge me and that are enjoyable. All of the
tutors are always interested in how I am getting
on and I have also learnt a lot of life lessons
from spending time with them.

Lunchtimes at school are kept free for
socialising but on a Wednesday our trad group
gets to rehearse during lunch. It’s definitely my
favourite lunch hour of the week. It’s great to
be able to communicate with a group of trad
musicians and get sets together to perform at
concerts.

 
Around once a month we have a compulsory
closed weekend where we attend school from
10am to 3pm. It is wonderful to catch up with
everyone socially. We spend most of our time
in rehearsals but there is always another activity
such as yoga or a masterclass.

This year I am working towards my gold Trinity
Arts Award. Another specialist tutor comes in
to guide the junior musicians through the course.
I didn’t like it at first because it took me
away from the practice room but it has developed
a lot of skills. For example, for Arts Award I have
written concert reviews, interviewed famous
musicians, taken part in debates, learnt the basics
of teaching the violin, written poetry and much
more. This year I am arranging an online concert.

I’ve been very fortunate to have many solo and group performance opportunities with ACMS.
I have played at the Citadel, Cowdray Hall, BBC sports personality of the year awards at
TECA, Mannofield Church at the Aberdeen and North East of Scotland Music Festival and
our extravaganza concert at the Aberdeen Music Hall. There is no better feeling than being
able to perform our work to an audience.

In the future I hope to go on to study at a conservatoire. I feel like my time at ACMS is
preparing me musically and personally to follow my dreams. I would never have guessed
that all of this would have happened because my first performance at the Aberdeen Music
Festival.
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Music Tution in Aberdeen
Aberdeen City Music School 

Charlot
te SlaterP E R F O R M E R ' S  S T O R Y



How many times have you sat waiting to hear the title of that amazing piece of music that’s playing on
the radio?  Every once in a while we hear something that really makes an impact on us and we can’t
believe that something so wonderful is not in our listening repertoire.  Or maybe it’s a familiar and
well-loved piece that has been given a slightly different interpretation that breathes new life and
meaning into the music.  

There is so much music out there that there must be thousands of unknown pieces just waiting to grab
your attention.  How many people had heard of Florence Price until recently and next week BBC Radio
3 has Ruth Gipps as composer of the week.  And would we be listening to and playing Bach if
Mendelssohn hadn’t championed him in the mid 19th century?
Here is a playlist of some the ‘musical discoveries’ that have been heard by some festival helpers that
you can listen to and enjoy.                                                                                            

Music

Suite for Violin and Piano - Willliam Grant Still
Mr Fox in the Fields - Alexandre Desplat,from the film Fantastic Mr Fox
 Symphony No.2 - Rutth Gipp
The Dance - Westlife, and also Garth Brooks
Beinn Eighe - Marie Fielding, played on a
                           5-string violin
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DROukhGZ-Wk
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Musical
Discoveries
Playlist

Fantasie in F major - Schubert 
  - specifically, the performance by Lucas & Arthus Jussen 
Agolo - Angelque Kidjo
Jazz Nocturne - Dana Suesse
The Four Seasons - Astor Piazzolla

Selected by:
 

J.Hall
S.McGill

C.Boag
L.Hall

T.Boag

J.Maunder
 

K.Hall
F.Hall

T.Boag

Most of these can be found on YouTube.
Happy listening and let us know if you have a discovery too.

Teresa Boag, Chair
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One for Your Lockdown PlayLiszt 
 

In times of adversity, many people (myself included) turn to music for comfort. Throughout
the last year, lockdown restrictions changed many aspects of our lives, often with little

warning. We cannot explore other parts of the world and many have had major parts of their
lives snatched away by this cruel virus. During recent weeks, Franz Liszt’s transformative

storytelling in his Années de pèlerinage has acted as a lifeline for me, firing up my imagination
and providing a glimpse of what awaits us when life is more normal. 

 
Liszt’s Années de pèlerinage is often seen as a
compositional epitome of his virtuosic recitals. 
Leading a life of fame and glamour akin to a 
modern-day popstar, Liszt’s renditions were so
impressive that aspects of his performance style 
have become part and parcel of contemporary 
recitals. To match this, his compositions had to be
equally impressive and his Années de pèlerinage is 
no exception. These compositions follow Liszt’s 
travels across Europe in three parts: two 
describing areas of Switzerland and Italy, and a 
final book published later in his life documenting 
other journeys across Europe. 

I stumbled across these pieces by accident while
looking for a copy of Liszt’s much earlier work
 Chappelle de Guillaume Tell from his Album d’un
voyageur. I discovered that Liszt had written two
versions of Chappelle de Guillaume Tell. As if the
original version was not beautiful enough, a more
musically mature Liszt had extensively revised the
work later in his life, including it in his more
famous Années de pèlerinage.

he opening work of his first year of travels in
Switzerland, Chappelle de Guillaume Tell takes
influence from the famous Swiss fable of William
Tell, also depicted musically in Rossini’s renowned
opera, William Tell. It is a story of a young father
who would not bow down to the oppressive regime
imposed by his country’s leader, Gessler. Tell ends
up on a boat destined for a faraway prison as
punishment for threatening to kill Gessler with his
bow and arrow.

Adam Auchie P E R F O R M E R ' S  S T O R Y Musical
Discoveries

Tellskapelle has been the site of a chapel for several
hundred years, and Liszt captures the inherent
spirituality of this site in the opening with religious
bell-like iterations. This heroic section of music is short-
lived for now, with an interruption of turbulent
tremolos indicating the storm that William Tell himself
encountered just before his escape. The storm reaches
its worst as the music increases in speed and intensity,
with deep rumbling octaves in the bass of the piano. Tell
is released to help steer the boat to the safety of the
shoreline. Having done so, Tell tricks the sailors,
disembarking and pushing the boat back into stormy
waters. The hero has triumphed, shown in a section of
typical Lisztian virtuosity – loud and proud! As Tell
pauses for a moment to absorb his awe-inspiring
surroundings, we hear a final reminder of the religious
importance that Tellskapelle has always held, with a
final return to the opening holy chimes. 

Liszt takes us on a journey of discovery in this piece. Of course, we cannot literally follow in his
footsteps and many cannot even experience the spirituality offered by religious ceremonies. But for me,
that is why there has never been a better time to have come across such a beautiful hidden gem.

At this point, Liszt picks up
 the story. His depiction

 occurs at Tellskapelle (Tell’s
Chapel) on the banks of one

of Switzerland’s largest
lakes, Lake Lucerne. It is

here that Tell is said to have
escaped the grasp of his

enemies, killing Gessler and
freeing his country from his

totalitarian rule. 
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Where to find us
How to contact us

Address:
North East  of Scotland Performing Arts  (NESPA) administers the charity 

Aberdeen & North East of Scotland Music Festival Association (ANESMFA) SC002130
Its headquarters are rented from Edinburgh Print Spaces and are on the 4th floor of the 

H1 Building at Hill of Rubislaw.
Anderson Drive, Aberdeen, AB15 8BL

the usual office facilities, 
a spacious meeting room with board room table
a music library
rehearsal spaces with chairs and stands
pianos 
store room 

Within this space there are:

All of these are available for our supporters to use 
by arrangement.

Contact:
Email contact should be made using the address: info@nespa.scot

The festival mobile phone number is 07437 962351 

The Pianos at H1 are provided by:
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NESPA is a company limited by guarantee 



Donations
Sponsors & Volunteers 

Donations:

An online festival does cost less to run than
a "normal" festival.  However, with no
income from audience fees, the charity has
to find other ways of meeting  the costs not
covered by entrance fees from performers.

Any donation  you can make, no matter how small,
will help fund the 2021 festival.

See the Donation page on the festival website.
www.nespa.scot
 

Sponsors

We are grateful to all who help our work
during the year, providing goods, services
and most importantly moral support.
This newsletter we would like to highlight:

- all the staff at H1, Hill of Rubislaw 
- Gordon Bell Pianos
- Smile Scotland 

If you can help promote the aims of NESPA
and want more information please get in
touch with Teresa Boag (Chair) or Janette

Hall (Festival Director) on: info@nespa.scot. 
 
 

Volunteers:

We are always seeking volunteers to
support our work.  Currently, we are
specifically on the look out for: 
- a Librarian
- a Trophy Convener
- hosts for the June Festival
- a Results Co-ordinator
AND
- someone with desktop pubishing skills to
produce future editions of this newsletter!
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Advertisements

If you wish to place an advert in future newsletters, please get in touch. 
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